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14.05.17 | 9781785630330

PAPERBACK | Fiction | £8.99

FICTION

The Hopkins Conundrum
SIMON EDGE

Tim Cleverley inherits a failing pub in 

Wales, which he plans to rescue by enlisting 

an American pulp novelist to concoct an 

entirely fabricated ‘mystery’ about Gerard 

Manley Hopkins, who composed The Wreck 

of the Deutschland nearby. Blending the real 

stories of Hopkins and the shipwrecked nuns 

he wrote about with a contemporary love 

story, while casting a wry eye on the Dan 

Brown industry, The Hopkins Conundrum is 

a highly original mix of commercial fiction, 

literary biography and satirical commentary.

“A splendid mix of literary 
detection, historical 
description and contemporary 
romance” Michael Arditti

SIMON EDGE read philosophy at Cambridge 

and edited the newspaper Capital Gay before 

becoming a gossip columnist on the Evening 

Standard and a feature writer on the Daily 

Express. He has taught creative writing at City 

University and also worked as a spin doctor. 

The Hopkins Conundrum is his first novel.
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I started Eye Books twenty years ago with a very clear reason 
to publish. I wanted to champion people who were ‘living’ 
rather than simply existing. I hoped readers would find these 
stories as inspiring as I have and find encouragement to follow 
their own dream, and the Eye Books 2017 list honours this 
tradition in spades. We have a cancer survivor’s eyewitness 
account of the Nepal earthquake and subsequent attempt 
to conquer Everest; the adventures of a former chairman of 
Merrill Lynch who has also been, variously, a drug smuggler, 
surf instructor and Buddhist monk; and epic travel tales from 
the UK’s hottest young adventurer.

Alongside this, with a brand new team around me, I’m thrilled 
to be launching our new Lightning Books fiction imprint. We 
aim to uncover unusual and unputdownable novels – both 
literary and commercial – that don’t fit into a particular genre 
but challenge convention whilst providing a thumping good 
read. As a small independent we are able to offer something 
different from the corporate publisher and we celebrate 
that. You’ll find our first four fiction titles here: a wry satire 
on the Da Vinci Code industry; a gripping, Grisham-esque 
courtroom thriller; a beautiful and harrowing literary debut 
about overcoming loss; and a dark political satire which we’re 
publishing, not coincidentally, on the anniversary of the Brexit 
referendum.

We feel our books are like cocktails – we take a base 
genre (spirit) and then throw in a few surprises to make it 
interesting and intoxicating. We hope that you agree. 

 
Cheers!

DAN HISCOCKS
Publisher
Eye Books/Lightning Books



13.07.17 | 9781785630361

PAPERBACK | Fiction | £8.99

23.06.17 | 9781785630347

PAPERBACK | Fiction | £8.99
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The Shifting Pools
ZOË DUNCAN

Fleeing war and the death of her family, 

Eve has carefully constructed a new life for 

herself in London. Yet she is troubled by 

vivid, disturbing dreams, symptoms of her 

traumatic past, which intrude increasingly 

on her daily life. As she is drawn further into 

her dream world, she finds herself caught up 

in a fresh battle for survival. A dark, lyrical 

fantasy about healing and reconnecting with 

the full richness of the self.

With a childhood spent throughout the Middle 

East and Africa, ZOË DUNCAN has a PhD in 

Middle Eastern geopolitics and a background 

in teaching, policy advice, art and writing. She 

lives between Cornwall and Buckinghamshire 

with her children and three cats.

FICTION

Time of Lies
DOUGLAS BOARD

In 2020 the United Kingdom elects its 

own Donald Trump. Zack can’t believe his 

brother’s finger is on the nuclear trigger. His 

brother can’t believe what Zack is going to 

do about it . . . Time of Lies is an explosive 

and scathing portrait of post-Brexit Britain.

“One of the vanguard of 2017 
novels set to tackle the state of 
the nation in the run-up to and 
after Brexit” The Guardian

DOUGLAS BOARD’s first novel, MBA, drew 

comparisons with Jonathan Franzen’s Freedom 

and Dave Eggers’ The Circle. Douglas grew up 

in Hong Kong and now lives in Bermondsey. 

Time of Lies is his second novel. 

FICTION

“A beautiful moving story that 
skilfully stitches together the 
fragmented pieces of a brutalised 
and shattered soul so that it just 
might fly again” Emma Jane Kirby



14.04.17 | 9781785635014 | PAPERBACK

Mountaineering/Autobiography | £9.99

23.07.17 | 9781785630446

PAPERBACK | Fiction | £8.99

A near-future courtroom 
thriller with echoes of John 
Grisham and JG Ballard

“Jules Mountain is made 
of sterner stuff than me”

Alastair Humphreys

54

Aftershock
JULES MOUNTAIN

Jules Mountain is a survivor. The odds of 

surviving his type of cancer were one in 

five. The odds of dying on Everest are one 

in sixty, but these are severely shortened 

when factoring in an avalanche triggered 

by the 2015 Nepal earthquake. Jules lived 

to tell both tales, which he does in a way 

that conveys the agony and euphoria that 

extreme adventurers face, even when things 

go according to plan. And yet this is not 

merely an account of what happened in the 

aftermath of the most deadly disaster ever 

on the world’s most iconic mountain. It is an 

exploration – internal as well as physical – of 

how logic, compassion and risk assessment 

are affected by altitude and the stress of 

extreme circumstances.

JULES MOUNTAIN has long been a risk-taker, 

with a passion for skiing and Harley Davidsons, 

and a catalogue of broken bones. Having 

beaten the odds to survive an aggressive 

tumour, he decided to sell his businesses and 

fulfil a life-long ambition to climb Everest. He 

next plans to ski to the North Pole. He lives in 

Hertfordshire.

FICTION

The Pinocchio Brief
ABIGAIL SILVER

A 15-year-old schoolboy is accused of the 

brutal murder of one of his teachers. His 

lawyers, the guarded veteran, Judith, and the 

energetic young barrister, Constance, begin 

a desperate pursuit of the truth, revealing 

uncomfortable secrets about the teacher 

and the school. But Judith has her own 

secrets which she risks exposing when it is 

announced that a new lie-detecting device, 

nicknamed Pinocchio, will be used during 

the trial. And is the accused, a troubled boy 

who loves challenges, trying to help them or 

not? A gripping courtroom thriller which 

confronts our assumptions about truth and 

our increasing reliance on technology.

Yorkshire bred and a lawyer by profession, 

ABIGAIL SILVER can’t remember a time 

when she wasn’t writing; whether it was the 

aptly named “Our old car” penned at the 

age of 7, biographies for a local magazine or 

articles for the legal press. She lives in Radlett, 

Hertfordshire with her husband and three sons. 

NON-FICTION



09.09.17 | 9781785630460

PAPERBACK | Autobiography | £9.99

14.05.17 | 9781785630323

HARDBACK | Autobiography | £16.99
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Mission: Possible
ASH DYKES

At the age of 23, Ash Dykes became the 

first person to walk, solo and unsupported, 

across Mongolia. Two years later, he spent 

more than five months traversing the 

length of Madagascar, another world first. 

In Mission: Possible, Ash reveals the spirit, 

planning and sheer determination that went 

into these two record-breaking feats. Along 

the way we discover how a young man from 

Wales transformed himself into one of the 

globe’s most acclaimed and exciting young 

adventurers. It is an inspirational story.

ASH DYKES has learned how to survive in the 

Burmese jungle, worked as a master scuba 

diver and trained as a Muay Thai fighter. He 

won the 2015 UK Adventurer of the Year award 

and regularly give talks in schools and colleges. 

His exploits have been featured in The Times, 

Forbes, The Guardian and Mail Online as well 

as on BBC World News, ITV, Channel 5 and the 

Discovery Channel. He is an inspiration to his 

half million Facebook followers.

NON-FICTION

A Raindrop in the Ocean
MICHAEL DOBBS-HIGGINSON

A unique memoir in which a young 

adventurer from colonial Rhodesia charms 

his way around the world, sleeping in stately 

homes and public toilets, smuggling drugs 

across several borders and losing a $50 

million fortune to the CIA, before settling 

into a stellar banking career. Looking back 

on a life well lived as he faces terminal 

illness, the author swears that the key to 

his success was his gruelling training as a 

Buddhist monk in a snow-bound Japanese 

monastery.

MICHAEL DOBBS-HIGGINSON is a natural 

storyteller who has been, variously, a Buddhist 

monk, a logger, a surf instructor, a drug 

smuggler and chairman of Merrill Lynch Asia 

Pacific. He lives in Singapore, London and 

France with his wife, Marie-Thérèse and is the 

author of the bestseller Asia Pacific: Its Role in 

the New World Disorder.

NON-FICTION

“One of the world’s most 
fearless outdoor men”

FHM

Tales of drug-smuggling, bed- 
hopping and buccaneering business 
deals told through the prism of 
Eastern religious philosophy
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ALASTAIR HUMPHREYS

Strong backlist titles from award-winning adventurer 
and bestselling author, Alastair Humphreys

ALASTAIR HUMPHREYS

ALASTAIR HUMPHREYS is an adventurer, blogger, author and 

motivational speaker. As well as conducting expeditions such 

as cycling round the world, walking across India and rowing 

the Atlantic, Alastair was named as a National Geographic 

Adventurer of the Year for his pioneering work on the concept 

of microadventures. A microadventure is an adventure that is 

close to home, cheap, simple, short and yet very effective – 

encouraging young people to get outside, leave their comfort 

zone and go somewhere they’ve never been.

Alastair’s six books for Eye include the highly acclaimed Boy 

Who Biked the World trilogy, a series of novels for 9–12 year 

olds based on the author’s real-life adventures.

9781903070857 | PAPERBACK

Travel Writing | £7.99

9781903070888 | PAPERBACK

Travel Writing | £7.99

9781903070628 | HARDBACK

Travel Writing | £9.99

9781903070758 | PAPERBACK

Children’s Fiction | £5.99

9781903070871 | PAPERBACK

Children’s Fiction | £5.99

9781785630088 | PAPERBACK

Children’s Fiction | £5.99

“Humphreys is slightly bonkers and this is a wonderful thing” 
Geographical Magazine
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EYE CLASSICS

Twenty years of classic travel  
publishing from Eye Books

EYE CLASSICS

Publishing details for these titles are in the stocklist on page 16

“A consistently excellent small publisher”
The Bookseller



SIMON FENTON

Humorous tales of life in Senegal 
from the ‘Accidental African’

“An extreme 
Driving Over 

Lemons” 

Chris Stewart

SIMON FENTON is a photographer, blogger and author. He 

lived, worked and travelled in Asia for several years, travelling 

independently through bush, mountain, desert and jungle, 

financing himself by teaching English, acting in Bollywood 

movies and working as a pig farmer in Vietnam. He returned to 

settle down, got married and set up the award-winning social 

enterprise StreetShine before a perfect storm of events re-ignited 

his wanderlust. He found himself in Senegal, where he now lives 

with his Senegalese partner Khady and their sons Gulliver and 

Alfie, running the guest house that he built.

His two books, Squirting Milk at Chameleons and Chasing 

Hornbills, describe the joys and challenges of his new life as an 

‘Accidental African’.
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TRAVEL WRITING

9781903070918 | PAPERBACK

Travel Writing | £7.99

9781785630262 | PAPERBACK

Travel Writing | £8.99

Behind the Veil LYDIA LAUBE
Adventures of an Australian nurse in Saudi Arabia.

9781903070192 | PAPERBACK | Travel Writing | £9.99

First Contact MARK ANSTICE
True story of the discovery of 21st century cannibal tribes in Indonesia.

“Of all the unspeakable tests of endurance, this has got to be  
one of the worst” The Times

9781903070260 | PAPERBACK | Travel Writing | £9.99

Touch the Sky TESS BURROWS
A grandmother’s experiences climbing Africa’s highest mountain.

“The spirit of adventure doesn’t get much tougher than this”  
Ben Fogle

9781903070895 | PAPERBACK | Travel Writing | £9.99

The Good Life Gets Better DORIAN AMOS
Sequel to the bestseller about leaving the UK for the Yukon. Dorian and his 

family strike gold!

9781903070826 | PAPERBACK | Travel Writing | £9.99

Walking Back to Happiness CHRISTINE PALMER
Walking the Camino de Santiago de Compostela – the funny and 

enlightening story of a woman who sets out to lose weight and finds herself.

9781903070697 | PAPERBACK | Travel Writing | £7.99
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FICTION /  AUTOBIOGRAPHY MIND, BODY, SPIRIT /  SPORT

All Will Be Well MICHAEL MEEGAN
A compassionate meditation on the enduring strength of the human spirit. 

“Powerful, disturbing, beautiful” John Hurt

9781785630187 | PAPERBACK | Mind, Body, Spirit | £9.99

Soft Courage TESS BURROWS
Nine principles of Tibetan Buddhism brought to life by a compelling tale of 

overcoming physical adversity.

9781785630170 | PAPERBACK | Mind, Body, Spirit | £9.99

Cold Hands, Warm Heart TESS BURROWS
Uplifting account of competing in the South Pole Race.

“The astonishing courage and humour of Tess Burrows make this 
terrifying journey a joy to follow” Joanna Lumley

9781903070789 | PAPERBACK | Travel Writing | £9.99

Runner’s Guide to London HAYDEN SHEARMAN
120 of London’s best runs.

9781785635007 | PAPERBACK | Sport/Travel | £14.99

Crapper Cycle Lanes  
WARRINGTON CYCLE CAMPAIGN
Sequel to the bestseller from 2007. Humorous, angry and campaigning: the 

perfect gift for the frustrated urban cyclist.

9781785630231 | HARDBACK | Sport/Humour | £6.99

MBA DOUGLAS BOARD
A high-paced comic thriller, set in the business world.

9781785630057 | PAPERBACK | Fiction | £8.99

The Mind Thief MARIA KATSONIS
 A powerful memoir about overcoming mental illness from a Harvard 

graduate.

9781785630194 | PAPERBACK | Autobiography | £9.99

Junkie Buddha DIANE ESGUERRA
A grieving mother takes a healing trip to Peru in the wake of her son’s death 

from a drug overdose.

“Inspiring and uplifting” Sandie Shaw

9781903070994 | PAPERBACK | Autobiography | £9.99

The Ambassador’s Wife’s Tale JULIA MILES
Colourful memoirs of a career diplomat’s wife.

9781903070901 | HARDBACK | Autobiography | £12.99

Morgan Tsvangirai: At The Deep End  
MORGAN TSVANGIRAI
Powerful autobiography from the world-renowned Zimbabwean politician.

9781908646002 | HARDBACK | Autobiography | £20.00
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STOCKLIST

9781903070888 Thunder and Sunshine: Riding Home from  £7.99 
 Patagonia (new edition), Alastair Humphreys

9781903070857 Moods of Future Joys, Alastair Humphreys £7.99

9781903070628 Ten Lessons From the Road £9.99 
 Alastair Humphreys

9781903070758 The Boy Who Biked the World Part One:  £5.99 
 On the Road to Africa, Alastair Humphreys

9781903070871 The Boy Who Biked The World Part Two:  £5.99 
 Riding the Americas, Alastair Humphreys

9781785630088 The Boy Who Biked the World Part Three: £5.99 
 Riding Home through Asia, Alastair Humphreys

9781903070826 The Good Life, Dorian Amos £7.99

9781903070673 Touching Tibet, Niema Ash £7.99

9781903070833 Discovery Road, Andy Brown & Tim Garratt £7.99

9781903070659 Riding the Outlaw Trail, Simon Casson £7.99

9781785630217 Baghdad Business School £9.99 
 Heyrick Bond Gunning

9781903070734 Green Oranges on Lion Mountain  £7.99 
 Emily Joy

9781785630248 Good Morning Afghanistan £9.99 
 Waseem Mahmood

9781903070772 Riding with Ghosts, Gwen Maka £7.99

9781903070666 Triumph Around the World, Robbie Marshall £7.99

9781903070765 Jasmine & Arnica, Nicola Naylor £7.99

9781903070819 Prickly Pears of Palestine, Hilda Reilly £7.99

9781903070741 Frigid Women, Sue & Vic Riches £7.99

9781903070680 Zohra’s Ladder, Pamela Windo £7.99

9781903070918 Squirting Milk at Chameleons  £7.99 
 Simon Fenton

9781785630262 Chasing Hornbills, Simon Fenton £8.99

9781903070192 Behind The Veil, Lydia Laube £9.99

9781903070260 First Contact, Mark Anstice £9.99

9781903070895 Touch the Sky, Tess Burrows £9.99

9781903070826 The Good Life Gets Better, Dorian Amos £9.99

9781903070697 Walking Back to Happiness,   £7.99 
 Christine Palmer

9781785630057 MBA, Douglas Board £8.99

9781785630194 The Mind Thief, Maria Katsonis £9.99 

9781903070994 Junkie Buddha, Diane Esguerra £8.99 

9781903070901 The Ambassador’s Wife’s Tale, Julia Miles £12.99 

9781908646002 Morgan Tsvangirai: At The Deep End 
 Morgan Tsvangirai £20.00

9781785630187 All Will Be Well, Michael Meegan £9.99

9781785630170 Soft Courage, Tess Burrows £9.99

9781785635007 Runner’s Guide to London £14.99 
 Hayden Shearman

9781785630231 Crapper Cycle Lanes Warrington Cycle Campaign 

  £6.99
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